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 The Higgs Boson is the most important discovery 
in particle physics in 25 years      !

 The Higgs completes the extremely successful 
Standard Model of particle physics, but at the same 
time opens a number of crucial questions for high-
energy physics!

The LHC will play a key role in exploring the 
energy frontier in the next 20 years

Particle Physics in the Higgs era
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(single) Higgs production at the LHC
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(single) Higgs production at the LHC

By measuring single Higgs production, we can measure its couplings to the Standard Model 
(SM) particles, in this case, top quarks and Z bosons!

Generically, scenarios for New Physics beyond the SM lead to modified Higgs couplings
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(double) Higgs production at the LHC
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By measuring double Higgs production, we can measure the Higgs self-coupling! !

Unique window to the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking, which explains why, 
say, electrons are massive rather than massless as required by the SM symmetries
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Self-coupling
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and why does it matter?
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Higgs potential in the SM
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and why does it matter?

This is our universe
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Higgs potential in the SM
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and why does it matter?

This is our universe

And we live here!!
(SM vacuum)
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Higgs potential in the SM
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and why does it matter?

Definitely not out Universe! !
massless electrons etc
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Higgs potential in the SM



Single Higgs production probe the Higgs SM potential only close to its minimum!

Double Higgs production unique information towards reconstructing the full SM potential!

Higgs potential is  only ad-hoc ingredient of the SM: not uniquely fixed by SM symmetries!
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with single higgs  prod

and why does it matter?
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with double higgs  prod

Alternative scenarios to break Electroweak symmetry have different associated potentials!!

Implications also for Dark Matter (is there a Higgs portal?) and cosmology (Baryogenesis?)



Exploit 4b final state: highest signal yields, but overwhelming QCD background (by orders of magnitude!)!

Carefully chosen selection strategies ensure that all relevant event topologies can be reconstructed 
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di-Higgs production in the bbbb final state

Juan Rojo                                                                                                                     DRSTP, Trends in Theory 2017, 12/05/2017
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Recent progress in jet substructure 
techniques important to reduced QCD 

background in the boosted regime
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di-Higgs kinematic distributions
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di-Higgs kinematic distributions

Many kinematic variables can be used to disentangle signal and background!

How do we select which ones to use? And the optical cuts? And the cross-
correlations among variables? !

We don’t need to! Use ML methods to identify automatically the combination of 
kinematical variables with the highest discrimination power!
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Machine Learning Higgs Pair Production

Artificial Neural Network!

Trained on signal and background MC events
Higgs pT!

Higgs m!

di-Higgs m!

ECF!

𝛕12!

Subjet pT!

…..

Input

Output

Signal? !

Background?
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Combining information from all kinematic variables in MVA: excellent signal/background discrimination
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Background !
rejected

Signal !
accepted
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Machine Learning Higgs Pair Production



ML techniques allow to substantially improve the signal significance for this process observe Higgs 
pair production in the 4b final state at the HL-LHC. Observation (maybe discovery) within reach!
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Discovering Higgs self-interactions

Pre-MVA

Post MVA
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Fascinating times ahead at the high-energy frontier!

And stay tuned for news from the LHC!
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Fascinating times ahead at the high-energy frontier!

And stay tuned for news from the LHC!

Thanks for your attention!
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